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Window of selection
• Public health insecticides kill over months and years but concentrations
and mortality decline with time.
• Mortality of resistant forms declines before that of susceptible ones.
• This leads to a ‘window of selection’ a period where susceptible mortality
is higher than resistant and evolution of resistance occurs (Fig 1).
An experiment
• Deltamethrin was sprayed at recommended concentration onto tiles of
three substrates and kept in the lab mimicking field conditions.
• Resistant and sensitive strains of three mosquito species were exposed
to the tiles over 18 months.

Fig 1

Results
Differential mortality of sensitive and resistant strains was present
immediately after treatment and persisted for at least 18 months (Fig 2).
A literature search for past studies consistently found the same effect i.e.
long durations of differential selection (see [1] for full discussion).
Fig 2

Window of dominance
• Where there is information on mortality of heterozygotes (SR), it declines
after the susceptible (SS) opening a ‘window of dominance’ (Fig 3 right).
• Dominance : 0
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SR has same mortality as SS
SR mortality is half-way between the SS and RR
SR mortality is the same as the RR.

• As dominance increases, selection and spread of insecticide resistance
become much, much higher (Figs 4 & 5 below).
Fig 3

Fig 4 How increasing dominance drives the rapid spread of resistance
(adapted from Figure 1 of [2]; see also Figure 3 of [3]).

Fig 5. A window of dominance from Georghiou and Taylor [4]. Permethrin mortality of
Culex quinquefasciatus larvae. A. mortality B. our estimates of selection pressure driving
resistance: note log scale and the rapid rise when dominance increases above zero.

Conclusions
• Most insecticide resistance management originates in agriculture, where insecticides are usually short-lasting.
This explains why insecticide persistence has received relatively little attention as a driver of resistance.
• The evolution of resistance to public health insecticides occurs within windows of selection.
• When resistance is due to a single gene, evolution will be fastest within windows of dominance.
(for polygenic resistance a similar peak in evolution is expected as insecticide concentrations decline).
• Measuring windows of selection and dominance can quantify how different insecticide use strategies promote
the evolution of resistance.
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